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THE RECIPROCITY FUND
Launched in October 2019, The Reciprocity Fund provides loans to social enterprises that promote prosperity for indigenous communities in Latin
America and Southeast Asia. Beneficial Returns received a recoverable grant of $ 500,000 as seed capital for the fund.
as of 31 December 2021

N AT I V E A M E R I C A N B A N K
We invest a majority of our undeployed capital
with Native American Bank (Colorado), the
only American-Indian-owned community
development bank in the US. It aims to
provide financial services to Alaska
Native and Native American
communities to aid in their
economic independence,
development, and sustainability.
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indigenous farmers
with increased income

increase in income
per month

2020 paid to indigenous
producers

WAY K A N A | EC UA D O R
Waykana is an exporter of guayusa, a caffeine-rich leaf native to the
Ecuadorian Amazon rainforest. The company works with over 100 small-scale
indigenous Kichwa farmers who earn, on average, more than $3,500/yr selling
directly to Waykana.
This predictable income incentivizes sustainable
agroforestry practices that preserve the rainforest and its bodiversity.
The Reciprocity Fund provided a $30,000 loan so Waykana could acquire a
cutting machine that improves the consistency of their dry guayusa.
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$ 12.1 million
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2019 revenue from
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F EC C EG | G UAT E M A L A
La Federación Comercializadora de Café Especial de Guatemala (FECCEG) is a
cooperative established to help small-scale coffee farmers by creating costefficiencies throughout the agricultural value chain, improving the quality of
their produce, and increasing their bargaining power in the global market to
achieve fair prices for their products. They also help their members undertake
other income generation initiatives to lessen their dependence on the highly
volatile global coffee market.
The Reciprocity Fund provided a $75,000 loan for FECCEG’s facility expansion.
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BAT S ’ I L M AYA | M E X I C O
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W I Ñ A K | EC UA D O R

Bats'il Maya is a coffee roaster and distributor. It is a member of Yomol A'tel
(“Together we work, walk, and dream” in Tzeltal language), a group of
cooperatives that aims to improve business outcomes of indigenous coffee
farmers in Chiapas, Mexico.

Wiñak is a non-profit agricultural association, the first to be fully Kichwaowned and operated. Based in the Napo Region of Ecuador, they work to
preserve Amazonian cultural and conservation practices, while establishing
food security and economic viability for the Kichwa people.

The Reciprocity Fund has so far provided a total of $100,000 to Bats’il Maya
to enable them to provide credit to farmers between harvest time and
point-of-sale.

The Reciprocity Fund has provided two loans totaling $84,000 loan to
Wiñak to support operations and acquisition of awnings for cacao drying.
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RONAP| PERU

GRUPO XAXENI| MEXICO

Recolectores Organicos de la Nuez Amazonica Del Peru (RONAP) is a small
cooperative of wild Brazil nut collectors from the Madre de Dios region of
Peru, an area that has suffered tremendous environmental degradation due
to mining.

Grupo Xaxeni works with indigenous communities to grow native plants that
are sold domestically and to the US into the ornamental market. They also
produce their own natural disinfectant and sell extracts to the cosmetics
industry.

The Reciprocity Fund extended a $75,000 loan to RONAP for its
construction of a warehouse and working capital to support the expansion
of its export business.

The Reciprocity Fund extended a $75,000 loan to Grupo Xaxeni to purchase
native plant seeds and to expand their research, production and marketing
activities.
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F O R ES T W I S E | I N D O N ES I A
Forest Wise operates in Borneo where it works with the Dayak community to
harvest wild Illipe nuts that are processed for sale to the cosmetics industry.
Illipe nut harvesters earn a higher income by maintaining tropical forests than
they would by converting this resource to palm oil production.
The Reciprocity Fund extended a $50,000 loan to Forest Wise to support the
higher working capital required by their growth.

C O O P BA M | P E R U
COOPBAM is a certified fair trade and organic coffee cooperative with more
than 500 members who commit to sustainably using natural resources in the
Alto Mayo Protected Forest and to zero net deforestation.
The Reciprocity Fund extended a $75,000 loan to COOPBAM for working
capital.
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SIMBIOSIS| PERU
ID Bioforest Perú SAC, through its brand, Simbiosis, empowers Andean women
by marketing and exporting the edible wild mushroom that they collect and
process in the North Andean region of Peru.
The Reciprocity Fund extended a $52,500 loan to Simbiosis to partially finance
the installation of solar mushroom driers which improve productivity and
quality.

C E N C O I C | C O LO M B I A
CENCOIC is an indigenous cooperative in Cauca -a Department of Southwestern
Colombia with a high proportion of indigenous population. They produce and
commercialize coffee, locally and for exportation to Europe and the USA. CENCOIC
also commercializes medicines and hospital supplies in order to attend the basic
needs of their people.
The Reciprocity Fund extended a $75,000 loan to CENCOIC for working capital.
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C O RT E PA Z | C O LO M B I A

M AYA M O U N TA I N C A C AO | B E L I Z E

Cortepaz is a cacao cooperative owned and operated by afroamerican people in
Colombia. They are part of a bigger network of afro-colombian
entrepreneurship, aiming to preserve their culture and heritage along with
improving their economy.
In the near future, Cortepaz is planning to implement better management
practices in their fields, in order to improve their productivity per tree.

Maya Mountain Cacao Ltd. is the largest exporter of cacao in Belize, working with
Mopan Maya and Kekchi Maya farmers from the Toledo district. When MMC
launched in 2010, all of Belize produced only 40 tons of fine cocoa. By introducing
better rootstock, centralizing drying operations and providing technical assistance,
MMC's farmers now earn more for their world-class cacao. Today, MMC alone sells
more than 75 metric tons per year of export-grade cacao.

The Reciprocity Fund provided a $25,000 working capital loan to cover
drainage and irrigation improvements to increase yield and crop quality.

The Reciprocity Fund provided a $45,000 truck loan so MMC could more
efficiently transport cacao to its processing center.
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C O O PAVA M | B R A Z I L
COOPAVAM purchases and processes Brazilian nuts from smallholder farmers in the
Mato Grosso region of the Amazon Forest. The nuts, collected by over 400
employees from six indigenous tribes, are converted into oil and flour that is sold to
companies in food and beauty industries. Since 2008, COOPAVAM has provided
sustainable income to indigenous communities through fair-trade agreements, and
conserved thousands of hectares in order to prevent deforestation and other
predatory activities.
The Reciprocity Fund extended a $75,000 loan to COOPAVAM for working capital.
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PROSPECTS

S U K K H A C I T TA | I N D O N ES I A

C A EC O S | P E R U

SukkhaCitta is an award-winning social enterprise changing lives in rural
Indonesia. Empowering more than 100 artisans, SukkhaCitta is building a fairer
world through how we grow, make and wear clothes.

A strong advocate of rainforest preservation, CAECOS is a cooperative that ensures
sustainable, environmentally-friendly coffee management and promotes organic
and shade-grown coffee. The cooperative is made up of over 370 smallholder
farmers from Junin who export organic, free-trade coffee to Europe. Founded in
2009 by 30 members, CAECOS has grown its membership nearly 12x in the past
decade by providing smallholder farmers living in the central jungle of the Peruvian
Amazon with an average income that is 31% higher than the income earned by
other farmers in the region.
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OUR INVESTORS

RSF SOCIAL FINANCE

SOCIAL CAPITAL FUND

RSF is a non-profit financial services
organization devoted to transforming
the way the world works with money.
RSF works with non-profit and for-profit
social enterprises addressing key issues
in the areas of Food & Agriculture,
Education & the Arts, and Ecological
Stewardship. The Reciprocity Fund
received its seed capital from The Cold
Mountain Fund of RSF Social Finance.

SCF supports impact first organizations
creating
sustainable
economic
opportunities to improve people’s wellbeing, their sense of self-development
and contribution. They believe in a
world where communities embrace
their own future, leading lives with
hope and dignity.

DUNN FAMILY
CHARITABLE FOUNDATION
DFCF is primarily focused on poverty
alleviation and social justice globally.
Formed by Kelly and Ray Dunn in 1993,
DFCF provides support to organizations
that work directly to alleviate poverty,
to promote social justice and human
rights, and to provide information and
opportunities for greater awareness of
the realities of poverty and injustice
and to inspire service.

SK2 FUND
SK2 Fund believes in the transformative
power of small businesses that put
people and planet first. The fund
provides affordable, flexible and
catalytic capital to small businesses and
related initiatives to help accelerate
transition to a more equitable and
sustainable world.

Get in touch with us.
Telephone
+1-415-994-6668

Address
6214 S. Hood Avenue, Portland, OR 97239

Website
www.thereciprocityfund.com

